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Ahoy Sailors! 
 
Welcome to the next newsletter of the ASML Sailing Club (ASCN)! You’ll read 
about recent past events and coming future events. 
If you want to know more, please have a look at the ASCN website or reach out to 
us. 
 
Best regards, 
The ASCN board members, 
Jannes de Vries, Rene Pluijms, Stan Mertens, Alexander le Febre, Ben Rademakers, 
Ton van Gaans, Denis Coustets 

 

 

UPCOMING EVENT : 8TH NOVEMBER 2017 – END OF THE YEAR DRINK + 
SAILING TACTICS LECTURE !!! 

As tradition, ASCN will conclude 
another year full of events with 
drinks and food in Café’ Zaal Sint 
Joris, Heuvel 7, Veldhoven, 
Wednesday November the 8th at 
16:00. Program will include a 
lecture by Stefan Kruijswijk 
“Introduction to Racing Rules and 
Tactics” and live sailing songs 
with guitar by Arjen te Slaa. 
 
Stefan Kruijswijk is PDM at ASML 
BL-applications and sailing boats 
over the past 45 years. The last 

15 years he is fully dedicated to racing. With the “Splashtest” he is racing in Drimmelen. 
The main events he is sailing are the winterseries from October to March, and the 
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springseries from April to May. 
 
The Splashtest is a Cork1720 which is a Sportsboat similar to Maxfun and Melges. The 
Cork1720 is a real racer with no cabin and is sailed with a crew of 4. Stefan sails the 
Splashtest with a dedicated crew of specialists: a Helmsman, A Mains-trimmer, A 
Genoa/Gennaker-trimmer and himself as Navigator/Pit-guy. 
The 1st part of his talk will explain the rules of racing that apply to any sailing-race. The 
talk is aimed to introduce cruiser-sailors to the rules of racing such that they can start 
joining races. The talk is also aimed at casual racers to refresh their rule-knowledge. 
Some riddles are included as practical example of applying the theory in practice. 
The 2nd part of the talk will be an introduction on Tactics. This will include Starting-
tactics, On-course-tactics, Boatspeed-targets and Boat-handling-targets. Some movie-
clips are presented to show how things are in reality.  
 
Full program of the evening: 

- Drinks & food 
- Stefan Kruijswijk:  “Introduction to Racing Rules and Tactics” 
- Arjen te Slaa : live music – sailing guitar songs 
- More drinks & food 

 

 
 



 

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL EVENT: JULY 2017 - 4 DAYS SAILING AT NORTH 
SEA JAZZ FESTIVAL IN ROTTERDAM ! 

Two ASCN boats left on a saturday from 
their home port in Zeeland and sailed via 
the Roompot-lock towards Hellevoetsluis 
harbor on  the Haringvliet.  Very nice 

sailing conditions on a long sailing trip.  Two other boats from PZV (Philips Zeil 
Vereniging) joined in the evening. As tradition, we docked in the old harbor of 
Hellevoetsluis and visited the music café Barbiertje to enjoy live music and a few beers!! 

Next day we continued our trip via the in-shore route on the beautiful tidal river “The 
Spui”, Oude Maas through the giant Rotterdam port to The “Veerhaven” next to the 
Erasmus bridge which is located in the Maritime Quarter and is also widely known as 
one of the most beautiful spots in Rotterdam. During the trip through Rotterdam you 
need to continuously listen on the VHF radio to keep well informed about all traffic or 

possibly get traffic instructions and to 
make clear your own intentions. That 
night we enjoyed great music at the North 
Sea Jazz concert. 
 

Next day, after a good breakfast and 
sharing coffee with the crew of the Dream 
FLOW II, we left early in the morning to 
take the inshore route via Dordrecht to 
Jacht-harbor “Oude Tonge” on the 
Volkenrak.   



Later we got the message from the Dream they suffered from engine problems and it 
was impossible for them to leave the harbor. A specialist was called and parts arranged 
so the next day the Dream was ready to sail home.   

On Tuesday the wind really picked up so we had to tack against the wind all the way 
back over the Oosterschelde & Veerse Meer: it was a really bumpy ride!! 

The whole trip was a great event for everybody. There was a lot of good music and 
sunny weather but also some strong winds. A trip to remember! 

 
 

ASCN ALSO PARTICIPATED IN THE 40ST VLISSINGEN BLANKENBERGE 
REGATTA - SEPTEMBER 2017 
 
After the right preparation (2 crewmembers volunteered to prepare he food as if we 
were to sail with a crew of 15) we left ASML around 12:45. After a swift ride we set sail 
for Vlissingen around 14:45. We were able to pick up the “blue wave” from Middelburg 
to Vlissingen and around 17:30 we could start with our dinner. After a nice Belgium 
beer, a pep talk by our skipper (something about attitude?! It sounded important!) we 
finalized our preparation with some chilling, listening to great music and enjoying a nice 
whiskey. 
 



The next morning palaver was set at 7:50 and all boats were expected to be in the big 
lock to enter the Westerschelde around 8 o’clock. Most boats were out of the harbor on 
time but then we had to wait for 45 minutes in a soaking rain before the lock actually 
opened. What then happened was a ballet of boats, it looked like a bunch of 1st time 
sailors learning how to cross the lock, at least 3 boats completed a full 360° within the 
lock (normally the locks for sailing ships are so narrow that that is physically impossible) 
and in the melee of boats and lines somebody almost fell of his boat trying to hold a line 
of one of the other boats. Eventually all boats were on the Westerschelde, but too late 
to be able to make it to the agreed starting line on the agreed time. So the organizers of 
the regatta got on the marifoon for a 25 minute comedy show, trying to reach all boats 
about the new starting procedure. Eventually this less or more worked and all 40+ ships 
made it to the starting line around the same time, so with a 25 minute delay the start 
succeeded and the whole fleet was on its way.  Based on ship’s length and sail 
configuration we needed to sail the long race. 
 
During the race, the speed difference between the various ships was quite big and after 
an hour or so, we were almost alone. After taking one buoy to many, most fun was 
overtaking some of the competitors participating in the short race on the 2 final courses 
(including the other ASCN boat). 
Since the start had been quite a 
hassle, of course also the finish 
should have some special effect, 
apparently the buoys before the 
harbor entrance of Blankenberge 
had been moved, so we could not 
find the finish line as described in the 
regatta hand out, so we kind of tried 
to finish on any possible combination 



of the available buoys, just to be sure. A few boats before us thought that, after passing 
the finish line, the risks were gone, but they managed to ground themselves on the 
banks within the Blankenberge harbor entrance. After being “rescued” (3000€ !!) all 
other ships were warned and the next day we heard on the marifoon that Blankeberge 
harbor indeed needed to be approached on the eastern side. (in Dutch we call this: “De 
put dempen als het kalf verdronken is”) 
 
We managed to get in without grounding and after eating the leftovers from the dinner 
the day before, we drank some fusts of beer on the quay of Blankenbergen. The whole 
regatta experience continued in what must be the shabbiest bar in Belgium with a long 
recap of the day, discussion on the costs of the Blankenbergen reddingsdienst and 
somewhere hidden in there the price ceremony. The good thing was that after the free 
beers on the Quay and some beers included in the regatta subscription, there were 2 
more free rounds of beer. After receiving our price (we finished 10th in the big ship race 
!!) and a quick shoarma we went to bed.  
 
The next day was a nice, sunny, halfwind, good sailing weather, calm seas and plenty of 
time to recover day back to Vlissingen (in Dutch a “mijmerkoers”). After passing the 
famous lock again we picked up the swift “blue wave” back to Veere again. After getting 
all the stuff out of the boat we blazed back to Veldhoven. We are already looking 
forward to the 41st regatta. 
 

 
 
 

FUTURE EVENTS 



• Nov 8            Indoor event - End of year drink & Lecture regatta tactics 

This is the last event of this year, the program for next year will be communicated in the 
next newsletter. 
 
 

MORE INTERESTED PEOPLE CAN JOIN ASCN 
 
The ASCN organizes a wide scale of events, that contain all aspects of sailing with the 
technical insights as common grounds with ASML. The events contain practical (CWO 
training) and theoretical (auditorium lectures), in-shore sailing (Loosdrechtse plassen, 
Maasplassen) and off-shore sailing (Dutch, Belgium and British coast), exhibitions visits 
(BOOT Dusseldorf) and regattas (Vlissingen-Blankenberge). For detailed information see 
the ASCN website. 
 
ASCN is for people working at ASML who already love sailing or will love it soon! Feel 
free to forward this email to anyone interested to join the club. No specific sailing 
background is required: non-experienced persons are welcome. Subscriptions by clicking 
the button below. 

 
On behalf of the ASCN organizing committees we hope to welcome more sailors on 
board soon! 
 

You are receiving this email because you expressed an interest in our activities. To unsubscribe from all of our 
mailings, send an email to sailing-club@asml.com 

 
Gabriele Orio, Edwin Lenderink & Alexander le Febre 

ASCN PR & Communication committee 

Contact us: sailing-club@asml.com 
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Follow us on: 
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